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test period, and noise on	 the 28 UDC aircraft power buss prevented acquisition
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the hardware concept employed appears viable, 	 and solutions	 to the problems encountered have been
identified.
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FOREWORD
This report covers activities performed by Battelle's Columbus Laborccories
(BCL) on behalf of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Wallops Flight
Center, under Contract No. NAS6-2006, "Services for Oceanography, Geodesy, and
Related Areas Task Support". The NASA task monitor was Mr. }1. R. Stanley. The
Battelle program manager was Mr. A. George Mourad.
The investigation reported here was one of several tasks under the above-
mentioned contract and represents the third phase of a program for developing a
sea state monitoring system using a bistatic radar technique.
•	
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ABSTRACT
Recent advances in understanding the physical phenomena controlling the
interaction of electromagnetic energy with the ocean surface have revealed the
possibility of remote measurement of the two-dimensional surface wave height spectrum
of the ocean using bistatic radar techniques. The basic feasibility of such a tech-
nique operating at frequencies in the HF region (3 to 30 MH2) was examined during
previous studies and hardware for an experimental verification experiment was specified.
The activities carried out to date have resulted in a determination of the
required hardware and system parameters for boL-h satellite and aircraft systems, the
development, assembly, and testing of hardware for an experimental aircraft system,
the development and initial testing of data processing procedures, and the conduct
of an initial flight test experiment,
The primacy effort in this phase of the program was devoted to final
assembly of the required experimental hardware, the. designing and carrying out of
ac. initial flight test, and subsequent data reduction,
The experimental system used consists of a surface-based FMCW transmitter
radiating from 1 to 5 W. The transmitter sequentially radiates on ten frequency
bands within the Hr region. On each band, 256 :.weeps over a 50-kHz range are performed
during a 25.6 s interval. Each 50-kHz sweep is synthesized by stepping over this
range using 5000 10 Hz steps. The receiving system is flown in an aircraft and
synchronously follows the transmitter sweeps and band switches, Coherent Doppler
processing of the received signal is made possible. by the use of very stable basic
frequency sources at both the transmitter and receiver locations. These sources are
initially synchronized and maintain synchronization within the experimental require-
ments during the course of the experiment.
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BISTATIC RADAR SEA ST'AT'E MONITJRING--FLIGh'C 'ILSI'
by
G. T1 !tuck, C. k., Krichbaum, and J. U. Everly
I. INTRODUCTION
This report covers activities performed by Battelle's Columbus Laboratori.s
(BCL) on behalf: of the. National Aeronautics and Space Administration, wallops Flitu
Center, under Contract No. NAS6-2006.
As one of the Tasks (Task 11) under this contract, BCL had the responsf-
bility for investigating the use of bistatic radar systems for the measurement of sea
state, This investigation represents the. third phase of a program for developing a
sea state monitoring system utilizing a bistatic radar technique.
The bistatic radar approach involver the use of radio waves having a length
parameter of the some order as the longer ocean waves contributing dominantly to the
state of the sea, so as to produce a strong interaction. It has long been known that
Hi° radio waves interact strongly with ocean waves. Significantly, the scatter is dui:.
to the Bra6g effect, and its intensity depends directly on the heights of the ocean
waves responsible for the scatter., By exploiting polarization, motion of the ocean
waves, and motion of the receiiver, a relative measure of the heights and diroctiou of
the dominant ocean waves can be obtained.
The basic bistatic configuration examined utilizes a surface-based HP trans-
mitter located on a buoy or ship which is activated by command from an aerial platform
or satellite. Radiation from the transmitter illuminates the nearby sea surface and is
scattered toward the receiver. Both the direct and the sea-scattered signals are
received. They are recorded or relayed to the ground for subsequent processing.
The basic feasibility of this technique was examined during the initial
phase of this program, and the results reported in the final report on that phasv
issued in June 1972*	 The results of the initial study indicated the potential Qf
"bistatic Radar Sea State Monitoring' NASA CH 137469, G. l', Ruck, U, E. Barrick,
and T. Kallszewski, Research Report, Battelle's Columbus Laboratories,
Contract No. NAS6-2006 (June, 1972).
2the t.chnique and demonstrated the need for air experimental test of the concvp n
The activities during the second phase investigation were. devoted largely to de-
fining the equipment requirements for an aircraft experiment, developing, assembling,
and testing the experimental equipment, and planning the experiment. The results
of phase 11 activities were reported in a final report "ubmitted in May 1973.*
Activities during this phase• were devoted to completing the assembly and
testing of the experimental hardware, completing the experiment planning, conducting
a field test experiment, and the processing and analysis of the. experimental data.
The activity during this phase and the results achieved are summarized in the following
section. This is followed by a brief discussion of bistatic sea state measurement
principles, a description of the experimental hardware., details of the. conduct of
the experiment, and a discussion of the data ;r.,cvssing procedures. The report con-
cludes with recommendations for further activities.
* " Bistatic Radar Sea state. Monitoring", G. T. Kuck, G. K. Krichbaum, and J. o.
Everly, Battelle's Columbus Laboratories, Contract No. NAS6-2006 (May 1973).
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11., SUMMARY OF RtSUVIS AND RLCUMML:NDAT1CV.,
YruKr=11 Summary
The overall objectives at this study have been the determination of speeiffc
experimental hardware. requirements, the acquisition, assembly, and testing of the rc-
quired experimental hardware, and the design and execution of field test experiments
utilizing an aerial platform fur validation of t v. system cuncept, burins' thi_: phauc,
final assembly of the experimental systems was aecumplislted. An initial field test
experiment using an aircraft receiving platform was carried out, and the. resulting data
analyzed,
The specific objectives of the field test uxperime.nts planned fur this phase
were to determine the capabilities of the. technique as a function of file system puram-
uters, to validate the hardware approach, and to validate the data processing procedures,
and algorithms, 'the flight test experiments were initially planned to be curried out
in two steps, it wus planned that measured data be taken during an initial t-.'3t and
this data processed to duterminu its quality„ Any necessary mudifications would be
carried out and sufficient me.asurLm-uts then made to generate directional spectrum
mtps for the test area, As a rerult of delays in the acquisition of the required fre-
quency synthcsi.^,rs and scheduling imoblems with the simultaneous availability of the.
NASA aircraft, a helicopter fur temisportation to the Chesapeake light tower, and the
NU laser profilomcter, it was possible to acquire only one set of measured data t-Ath-
in the time and funding limits existing on this phase of the contract,
Results
The overall program to date has resulted in the follu,ving spvci is uceomp-
listunents.
(1) The major hardware requirements and system parameters have been identified
for both satellite instr-unents and aircraft instruments for a bfstutic
configur..tion utilizing surface based transmitters.
Je
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(2) experimental hardware for an aircraft system has been developed,
assembled, and tested,
(3) An initial field test experiment has been conducted allowing the
hardware concept	 be evaluated and problem areas identified,
(4) Initial processing of the measured data has been carried out, and
interface problems, with respect to A/D conversion of the analog
data and subsequent digital processing, identified and resolved.
System and Hardware Specifications
Analysis of the -xperime.ntal hardw.-re requirements for an aircraft experi-
ment reveal that Doppler processing to a resolution of 0.05 Hz is required. This is
due to the much smaller geometric Doppler imposed on the received signal due. to the
aircraft's velocity than the Doppler that would result when a satellite is used, 'this
requires that the transmitter and receiver be capable of maintaining a relative co-
herency of the order of 1 part in 109,
A sy5 tem comcept meeting all the requirements is a linaarly swept
FMCW waveform capable of range resolutions of the order of 3 or 6 kin and Doppler
resolutions of the order of 0.04 Hz. The required waveform can be synths-sized using
commercially available digitally controlled frequency synthesizers.
The digital sweep controller-programmer units ro generate the required
control signals for these synthesizers each utilize approximately 100 medium scale
integration (MSI) TTL integrated circuits, and in effect constitute special purpose
minicomputers. A broadband transmitter uses the frequency synthesizers as a driver.
A transmitting antenna assembly with automatic switching of the required matching
networks was assembled and mounted on the Chesapeake Bay light tower for the experi-
mental test.
For the receiving system an automatic band-switching preselector and miser
assembly was utilized in conjunction with an R-390 HF communication receiver. I'he
mixes local oscillator signal was supplied by one of the frequency synthesizers under
control of the receiver digital sweep controller-programmer. The communications'
receiver was tuned to a fixed IF frequency.
x
r5
Directianal Suectrum Measurements
Duei^tg the experiments, the hardware operated satisfactorily; however,
operational problems, low sea state during the test period, and uuisu on tle. 28V.
D.C. aircraft power buss prevented acquisition of data suitable for generating
directional spectrum map of the test area or spectrum amplitudes.
L•'ven though directional apectrmi maps of the test area cannot be generated
from the measured data, the hardware concept employed appears viable, :urd solutions
to the problems encountered have been identified.
'Anse problems can readily be solved by isolating the receiving system
from the aircraft 28V. line, providing a portable data recorder independent or :he
recorder used for the laser profilometer, and repeating the muauurements under higher
sca state conditions.
L
r
6Recommendations
It is recommended that an additional effort be undertaken as suou a_
practicable. The following specific steps should be carried out at that time
(1) Modify the present experimental configuration as required in light
of the information obtained during the preliminary aircraft flight
test experiment.
(2) Carry out further flight tests during periods of high sea states.
(J) Reduce and analyze resulting data.
(4) Modify the system as required to permit operation by NASA
personnel.
I' ^	 N
7lilt. nISYAFIG SEA STATL RLASUHLt -z'is
As discussed in the Phase. 1 rupurr, the c•ruraga tu' pub•	uttered frutu
an incremental area of tue• ocean surface forrazin illumination or obuurvatioit iug	 g
proportional to thu power spectrum of the sue surface displacemunt. Thu-, sumpling
at a nwabur of wavulengths in the liF region is equivalent to sampling the magnitude
of the surface energy spectrum at variuus waventnitbers. It should be noted that in
contrast to roust other wave measuruncnt devices a bistatic instrument dues not
measure. wave heights but the surface spectrum. Therein lies much of the streti^-th
as weJl as the tcatn s;: of the. bistatic approach. in order to ubtaitt the FRO „urface
huight the integral of the spectrum over all wavenumbers roust be taken. Ubviuu;ly,
the spectrum cannot be sampled at all wavunwnbvrs and in order to ubtain the WAS
surface height with reasonable accufacies the. port utt of the ;pecti'uw ttut buivq;
sampled must contribute negligibly to the total potential energy of the ,urfacc. 	 1
Y3is impli 's that the sampling frequencies used bhunld range from bulrn,: the "knee'" 	 JJ
he spectrum as illustrate fn FiLuru. 1. to well into the saturated portion of the
spuctrum. According to the Phill . ipu" atudul*, the " knue" or peak of t.he. spuctrwu
should occur at a wuveuwubur uniquely related to the utuan surface wind velocity,
Due to the relationship between the radar wavenumburs and thL surface uputial taavu-
nwnber for the bistatic geometry, this means that the peak of ah upectrwu for a
given niean surface wind velocity will correspond to a particular illwuivatiun ru -
queney. Phis is iJluatrated in Figure 2. From this we sue for eximplu that for a
wind vuiucity of 10 knot:. the p ak occurs at 17.6 MHz while for 5 knot rain&; ti"_ peak
occur:; at MI MHz. Thus unlusu a very large frequency range is sampled th+ lai_:
freights corresponding to relatively calm seas, due to co— spondingly low wind
Velocities, cannot be obtained.
On-the-other-hand, for 25 knot winds the theoretical cutoff ".^.cur.; it
2.8 MHz and a system sampling between 3 and 30 MHz would be quite suti factor I, • _, incc•
at 3U MHz the. contrioution to the surface energy is down by a factor of jppvo:.wjtrly
104 from that at 3 MHz„ and frequencies abode 3U i .mz would contribute tte t,li.^,it+t, toy
the integratic for the wl-s surface height.
As in instrument strictly for the muasurumunt of the arts surface ltc• i ht,
aistatic system has the disadvantages indicated above:. Its directional capabilit ,.-
* Dynamics of the Upper ocean, Phillips, 0. M., Guutbridge University Prc_,, Luudat
(1966).
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of course are not required and its ability to measure very low sea states or very
high sea states with a single instrument is limited.
It is, however, one of the few techniques available for directly measuring
the directional spectrum rather than inferring it from surface height measurements and
it provideq the ability to select that portion of the energy spectrum where data is
desired. For example, for fully developed seas the ocean wave height spectrum in the
equilibrium range has a k-4
 dependence on the magritude of the wavenumber in tl,e saturated
region. This is predicted by dimensional considerations and verified by experimental datu.
The shape of the spectrum peak and the shape for wavenumbers below the peak value
are not readily predictable. A similar situation exists when the sea is not fully
developed or for a so-called "confused sea" which is a mixture of growing sea, de-
caying sea, and ,extensive swell. Few theoretical models are available for these
cases, and insufficient experimental data exists to establish empirical relationships.
A bistatic measurement system could be particularly useful in such cases in measuring
these portions of the spectrum of special interest.
Thus, the utility of a bistatic instrument depends upon the intended application.
For simply monitoring RMS surface heights a system constrained to operating between 3-
30 MHz could determine saturated wave heights corresponding to wind speeds between about
10-25 knots. The corresponGing RMS wave heights would range. from 1-10 ft. Such a
system could be very simple if directional information were not desired.
The instrument could be used to examine a particular desired portion of the
surface directional spectrum with considerable accuracy even though the RMS heights
could not be obtained from such data. This allows the examination of the oceano-
graphically interesting parts of the spectrum such as the peak and longer wavenumber
regions proceeding the peak.
Since the primary objectives of the field tests carried out during this
phase of the bistatic system development were to validate the hardware and data pro-
cessing concepts it was felt that the system parameters should be choosen to measure
the portion of the surface spectrum about which the most information is available.
This is the saturated region for a fully developed wind sea with its corresponding
k-t dependence on wavenumbers. Because of the ka dependence of the surface scattering
cross section on incident illumination wavelength, the received surface scattered
* Dynamics of the Upper Ocean, Phillips, 0. M., Cambridge University Preen, London
(1466).
JO
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signal should be independent of frequency in the saturation region after the appro-
priate compensation of antenna, transmitter, and receiver gain variations with frequency
are made. This is illustrated in Figures 3-10 of the Phase I report.
Under these conditions, a transmitter power output of 5 watts provides
adequate signal-to-n , )ise ratios for the predicted noise conditions in the test
region. Contrary to the case for a satellite system as discussed in the Phase I report,
the receiving antenna used during these tests was a vertically polarized stub mounted
below the Aircraft fuselage. As a result, the horizontal component of the scattered
field is negligible and the scattering cross section is given by equation 13 of the
Phase I report or
0vv	 2.iko (sin (is - cos 
^)2 (W-6(_) + w+F,(+)}	 (1)
with 0 near n12 for most of the flight paths. The corresponding part of the
s
surface spectrum contributing to the scatter is that of wavenumber k,
k = k  1/1 + sine 0 	 2sin r. cos 'f'
	
(2)
e
Assuming aircraft velocities in the 200-250 mph range, the Doppler associated
with various surface regions due to the aircraft motion is small so high Doppler
resolution is necessary if good angular resolution is desired. The system parameters
chosen, a 0.1 Hz basic repetition period and a 25.6 second integration time, provide
an unambiguous Doppler range of t5 Hz and a basic Doppler resolution of 0.04 Hz. For
flight paths of up to 10 miles offset from the transmitting site and flight altitudes of
around 5000', the frequency offset due to the direct path delay ranges up to about
50 11z. This can be compensated for by an offset in the receiving system local oscillator
ramp of this amount. However, with the SNR available and IF bandwidths of several kilo-
cycles or greater it should not be necessary to compensate for this offset.
To aid in the resolution of the directional dependence it was planned that
flights in parallel with the wind direction and perpendicular to the wind direction
be flown over the test area. Since a vertically polarized receiving antenna was used
the polar angle for the scattering geometry should be near 90% requiring that the
range to the aircraft be larger than its altitude. To accomplish this the aircraft
was flown at 5000' along paths offset at CPA by 5 miles and 10 miles from the trans-
mitter site.
v
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1V EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
For a satellite-borne. HF bistatic sea state sensor, the orbital motion
of the satellite and the resultant Doppler shift imposed on the scattered signal
can be used in conjunction with range. resolution to determine the. directional de-
pendence of the ocean surface spectrum„ Doppler spreads of as much as 40 to 50 Hz
can result, and Doppler processing to provide a 1-11z rnsolutInn would allow the
surface spectrum directionality to be obtained with about a 10° resolution under
these. conditions„
For a typical aircraft-borne receiver, however, the Doppler spread would
typically be of the order of a few hertz. Thus, to achieve the same surface. reso-
lution would require Doppler processing to a resolution of the order of 0,04 to
0,05 Hz. Doppler processing to this order presents several problems and complicates
the experimental equipment requirements.
It is necessary to utilizee a coherent waveform during the experiment end
carry out Doppler processing, This allows the unambiguous directiona l_ spectrum to
be obtained, and validates the concept of using the signal Doppler for obtaining
the directional spectrum. In addition such factors as variations in the transmitter
power output and the transmitting and receiving antenna gains with operating frequency
can be removed by referencing the scattered signal level to the direct signal level.
The rMCW hardware configuration used in the experiment consists of two
digitally controlled HF frequency synthesizers. one is used to drive an amplifier
providing a power output of the order of 5 W and constitutes the transmitting equip-
ment. The other is used as the local oscillator for the receiving equipment. An
off-the-shelf HF communications receiver supplied by NASA was used with this con-
figuration. The two synthesizers constitute the most critical and expensive items
in this configuration, with the rest of the required components, such as the trans-
mitter power amplifier, receiver, etc., available either as off-the-shelf equipment
or assembled at BCL. The recording equipment was provided by NRL personnel. The
digital sweep controllers necessary to control and program the synthesizer switching
so as to provide the required frequency sweeps were designed, constructed, and tested
at BCL,
F_
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The basic FMCW system is relatively simple, in that the transmitter
radiates a coherent wave.funn which is swept over intervals of 5U kHz at a basic
sweep rate of 500 kllz/se. c thus providing 10 sweeps per second. The frequency versus
time waveform is essentially a sawtooth in shape. At the receiver, the local
oscillator is synchronously swept over the same frequency interval at the same
rate., except that the sweep starting points are delayed in frequency by an amount
corresponding to the range delay between the transmitter and receiver. The
receiver local oscillator is also offset by an additional fixed amount corresponding
to a desired IF frequency. This is in the HF band, and a conventional communications
receiver is used as the IF amplifier. The scattered signal, after mixing with thu
receiver local oscillator then has a spectral spread which corresponds to different
ranges. At the receiver output, the signal for each sweep is recorded on analog
tape. The number of eweeps recorded is determined by the desired Doppler resolution,
For example, if 256 sweeps are recorded at a rate of 10 sweeps per second, a Doppler
resolution of 0.04 Hz results. Typically, a 50 kHz bandwidth is swept lU times per
second for 25.6 s. If 128 received signal samples per sweep are obtained in an
A/D converter, then sufficient data exists to generate 64 range cells with a 6-km
resolution per cell and 256 Doppler cells with a resolution of 0.04 Hz per cell.
These are generated digitally by the application of a Fourier transform row by row
and then column by column to the 128 x 256 matrix of data consisting of the 128
samples per sweep and the 256 s-Yeeps. Actually, to save processing time, only the
desired range cells are processed. Thus, only a few of the columns resulting from
the first row-by-row transform are transformed,
in terms of hardware requirements, the stability and spectral purity
required of the transmitter and receiver local oscillator for the FMCW case are
the same as for a pulse-Doppler system. For the FMCW waveform, however, no peak
power problems exist and the IF bandwidth required in the receiver is comparable to
that normally encountered in HF communications receivers, For example, with the
waveform parameters quoted above, an IF bandwidth of only 1.28 kHz is required,
The FMCW approach does require good time synchronization between the trans-
mitter and receiver, however. Fur example, a 1-µs timing error in the sweep start
time corresponds to a 0.3-km range error. The basic hardware requirements for a
FMCW system are. two digitally controlled frequency synthesizers with a high spectral
purity and a stability of the order of 1 x 10_c capable of operating in the frequency
Y
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range from 3 to 30 M11z, and sweep controllers for these synthesizers, A trans-
mitter power amplifier, capable of supplying 5 W or more over the. range from 3 to
30 MHz, is also required: The transmitting antenna system consists of a broadband
vertical radiator and associated matching networks which are capable of operating
satisfactorily over the range from 3 to 30 MHz, A block diagram of the transmitting
equipment is shown in Figure. 3.
The receiving equipment consists of one of the synthesizers and its asso-
ciated sweep controller, an antenna preamplifier, an automatically band switchablu
RF preeule,ctor-mixer and a conventional communications receiver. The output of
the receiver is coherently reduced to a baseband frequency and is recorded on an
analog tape recorder for subsequent A/ll conversion. A block diagram of the receiving
equipment is given in Figure 4. The transmitter sweep controller is pictured in Figure 5.
Figure 6 shows the control signal interconnections among the. various modulus
which comprise the transmitter sweep cunLrollur and between these moduL_s and the
external equipment. The sweep controller has the following internal functional
circuit modules:
(1) decade boards,
(2) cluck boards,
(3) control board, and
(4) band selector driver board.
Thu sweep controller has the following external operating control functions, switches,
and indications*,
(1) address switch,
(2) load Switch,
(3) write. switch,
(4) step drive interrupt switch,
(5) synthesizer drive interrupt switch,
(6) matching network align switch,
(7) sync switch,
(g ) frequency band register,
(9) initial frequency register,
(10) local band indicating lights, and
(11) remote band indicating lights.
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FIGURE 5. ERANSMITTER SWEEP CONTROLLER
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The decade board is pictured in figure 7. A schematic fur the decade board circuit
is contained in the Phase-1T report,
Lach decade board receiveu cuntrol signals from the control buurd, sweep-
driving pulses from the adjacent decade board, and data input from the band and
frequency rcgisturs, The ten output lines of a decade board drive directly the
remote control inpute of one decade of the HP 5100 synthesizer.
these are two cluck buardu, a 1 -MHz cluck board and a 5-M11z cluck buard.
11e basic function of tile. 5-MHz board in to provide a mastur reset or synchruuizution
pulse once each 320 6ecunds, i.e., after the sweep sequence bus progressed over the
ten a ffervot frequency bands. The 5-MHz ward is driven directly by the 5 -MHz
sine-wave output of the frequency standard. At the transmitter the frequency standard
is a WOO Burrs 5-A. At the. receiver the frequency standard is an HP lnbB. Since
the two frequency standards are frequency-locked, the two 5 -MHz cluck boards are also
frequency lucked and the 320-sucond reset signals are in synchronism. The reset
signals insure. that the sweep at the transmitter is synchronized with the sweep at
thhe. receiver. The. initial timing is achi- ved by physically removing the HP 106b
from the receives, taking it to the transmitter and connecting a sync line from the
sync switch on the transmitter control panel to the receiver 5-MHz cluck board which
is permanently attached to the HP 1063 frequency standard. A similar sync line runs
from the sync snitch to the 5-MHz board in the transmitter sweep controller, fkc
sync lines arc attached to the "clear" terminals of the 5 -MHz boards and the clear
terminals are also connected through pull-up resisters to 'TL ground, when the syn
switch is activated both 5 -MHz boards are cleared simultaneously, insuring that the
reset ,ignals will occur together as lung as neither system is turned off, 'the
IU68 oscillator has a battery supply for use. when the unit is moved, W 5 -MHz clock
board, installed inside the lUbB at BUL, also has its ova battery-poverty powo r suppl`
to keep it running during the course of the experiment.
A schematic for the 1 -MHz clock board circuit is contained in the Phaac 11
report. A schematic fur the 5 -MHz cluck board circuit is contained in Figure b,
The 1-MHz cluck boars is driven by a 1-MHz sine-wave output f 4aa the
UP 51106 synthesizer drives. The latter equipment is driven by the 5-10 sine-wave
output of the frequency standard, so that the inputs to the 1 -MHo clock board and
5-MHz clock board are phase coherent, The function of the 1-Mtlz board is to provide
a wide. range of digital frequencies to the control board for use in the sweep control
sequence.
r
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The control board is a sequential machine which uses the basic digital
frequencies supplied by the 1-MHz clock board to generat., a periodic sequence of
voltage pulses and level shifts which control the operation of the decade boards
and consequently the HP 5100 synthesizer and transmitted signal. in addition, control
signals are supplied by the control board to the stepping motor which causes a rotary
stepping switch to rotate and to switch iu the proper matching network between trans-
mitter power amplifier and transmitting antenna or the proper tuned circuits in the
receiver preselectur,.
Figure 9 contains a logic schematic for the control board. The fundamental
period of the control-board sequence. is 30. , 4 sec, achieved by counting, with three
cascaded shift registers (integrated circuits Cl, C2, and t:3), an input clock frequency
of l pulse every 1.6 see, venerated on the 1 MHz clock board. The external Flip-flop
outputs of these shi ft registers make it easy to generate the transmitter enable
signal consisting of an off-on-off
-on sequence. of 1.6 seconds, 1.6 seconds, 1.6 seconds,
and 25 . 6 seconds. The transmitter operates on a constant frequency during the middle
1.6 second interval and is F11-modulated during the 25.6-6econd period.
The top waveform in Figure 10 shows the desired sweep as a function of time.
The bottom waveform in Figure 10 shows the sweep ochieved by using the HP synthesizer.
The equitalunt time (range) resolution of this waveform is approximately the reciprocal
of the transmitted bandwidth, i.v., 20 us. The Doppler res o lution is approximately
the reciprocal of the integration time, i, e,, the duration of the sweep in
a fixed band t^etween F1
 and F ^ The sweep duration has been chosen to be 25.6 sec
consisting of 25b sweeps each of duration of 1(10 sec. A number of 256 was chosen
since it is the nearest power of 2 which will give the required Doppler resolution of
U.05 Hz. Having a number of samples which is a power of 2 is desirable since fast
Fourier transfo rm (r FT) algorithms used to process the measured data in range and
Doppler, are most conveniently applied to data sets having dimensions of a power of 2.
The decade. counter C4 , serving both as a frequency register and address
register, cycles through the ten states, 0 through 9, in response to the 30.4-second
reset signal obtained from C3. The first of the two iutput functions of C4 is
obtained by driving the local band indication lights on the programmer front panel by
means of the AD-to -decimal decoder C5. The second function is obtained by using the
4-bit DCD cutputo directly to drive. the 4 address lines which are connected to the
seven decade. boards. Each of on decade boards has a 64-bit random access TIL memory
in which is stored the ten-digits corresponding to the ten start frequencies for the
r
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ten frequency bands transmittedv The address lines set the address pointers in these
memories to access the proper start frequency location according to which band i<
being swept. '"tic cumbinatorial logic consisting of C7, C18, and Cl"' is used to switch
control of the address lines between manual input from the band thumbwheel switch on
the front panel and automatic input from C4, Manual input is used to load the start
frequencies initially, and eticomatic input is used when the equipment is operating,
The circuitry at the upper -right-hand corner of figure. 9 is used to generate
very short pulses on the clear and load buses to the decade buards. 'these clear and
load pulses, slightly offset in time from each other, occur at the top of the frequency
ramp, terminating the present sweep and loading the start frequency corresponding to
the bottom of the frequency ramp to initiate. the next sweep.
Circuit Cti provides a pulse to the relay driver board once each 30,4 s to
move. the stepping switch to the next position. The pulse -stretcher C16 and gate CIO
supply two extra pulses each 370 seconds evince these are two extra positions on the
stepping switch which must be passed over after radiation on the tenth band is concluded,;
Circuit C10 gates on and off the basic 50 kHz sweep frequency to the 10-
decade. board at the beginning and end of each 25 . 6 second sweep-on period.,
the band selector driver board schematic is uictured in Figure 11. The
input is an active-low pulse from the control board which is stretched in a 74121
multivibrator, The 9trutchvJ pulse is used to turn on two transistor stages which
apply approximately 24 volts to the coil of the stepping motor which turns the antenna
matching network rotary stepping switch.
A brief description of the external operating control functijns appearing
on the sweep programmer panel follows. The address switch may be set for manual
or automatic operation. Manual operation is required when loading start-frequency
data into the decade board memories. Automatic operation is required when the system
is operating in the sweep mode. The load switch is used to manually load a start
frequency from the decade board memory into the decade. board counter according to the
address pointer set by the frequency band register. In this way the contents of
each address can be examined, The write switch is used to write into the decade board
memory
 at the address set by the frequency band register, the data digit set into the
initial frequency register. The step drive interrupt switch suppresses the bawl
selector drive pulses which rotate the rotary stepping switches automatically ahem the
sweep moves from one frequency band to the next. This interrupt function is useful
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when continuous radiation in a fixed frequency band is desired for calibration
purposes. The marching network align switch can be used to manually position the
rotary stepping switch to any desired frequency band 	 Each time this switch is
depressed, the stepping switch rotates one position. The synthesizer drive intertupt
switch may be used to suppress the drive voltage on the drive lines from the decade
•	 boards to the HP 5100B frequency synthesizers. The sync switch is used to align the
two 5-MHz digital clocks as described previjusly. i.e frequency board register is
a one-digit thumbwheel switch which can be used to access the decade board memory
for manually writing or reading data into or from the memory. The initial frequency
register is a seven-digit thumbwheel switch used for setting data into the decade
board memories. There are two sets of frequency band indicating lights. The local
band indicating lights give a readout of the address register on the control board.
This tells in which band the transmitter or receiver electronics are operating. The
remote band indicating lights indicate the current position of the antenna matching
network rotary switch or preselector tuned circuit rotary switch. The two sets of
lights give an instantaneous indication of whether the proper matching networks are
in the transmitting or receiving signal path to the antenna for the current frequency
band the transmitter or receiver local oscillator is operating in.
The receiver sv.eep controller is identical to the transmitter controller
with the exception of a circuit board which contains three independent phase-locked
loop frequency multipliers. Two of these are used to supply coherent signals to the
R•-390 receiver in-lieu of the local oscillators contained in the receiver, and the
other drives a mixer which coherently beats the 455 kHz output of the R-390 IF amplifier
to a 5 kHz coherent baseband data channel. These phase-lock-d-loops are driven by
500-ktiz abd 5 -kHz square wave signals generated on the 1 MHz clock board. Sinusoidal
outputs of 11 MHz, 3 MEIz, and 45 kHz are provided. A block diagram of the phase-
locked-loop board is given in Figure 12.
The receiving antenna is a 36" vertical stub mounted in a port in the fuse-
lage of the C-54 aircraft. A broadband antenna preamplifier is mounted at the antenna
terminals to provide a high-impedance load for the antenna and a 50 ^ output impedance
to match the coaxial cabling into the 50 a input of the preselector-mixer assembly.
fhe antenna preamplifier uses an FET to provide a low noise figure and high dynamic
4	 range.
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The. 455 kilz 1F output of the H-390 receiver is mixed with a coherent
450 kHz signal from the. phase-locked-loop to provide a nominal 5 kHz coherent
data channel. This data output is recorded along with a noncoherent output signal
derived from tine audio line of tine K-390 with tine receiver ISFO on.; 11nis later
signal is used primarily by the operator to insure that the transmitted signal is
being received properly,
In addition to the above signal two reference signals are. also recorded.
one is the 5-kilt square. wave. from the 1-MHz clock board which drives the phase-
loeked-luop., This is used ;:s a reference to allow recorder speed or frequency control
variations to be compensated if required during the data processing. Ane:ther signal
recorded is a timing signal from the 1-MHz clock board which is used to control the
A/D conversion process and identify the. start of the 0.1 second sweep periods.
System Initiation
The following procedure is required to start up either the transmitter or
receiver system. Initially, the 5-MHz sine wave from the frequency standard and the
1-MHz sine wave from the HP 51106 driver must be connected to the sweep controller.
The control board will begin the sweep sequence.. The 1-MHz input signal must be.
removed during any 25.6-second interval of the sweep. This is at present necessary
because the clear buu must be low during the reading of data into the system memory.
ytne clear bus can be low only if the transmitter enable signal is low. This is low
only during the 25.6-second interval. if, after disconnecting the 1-MHz signal from
the controller input, a master reset signal from the 5-MHz clock occurs before the
data read-in process is completed, the 1-MHz signal must then be reconnected for at
least 4.8 seconds to insure the necessary clear low condition. To verify this condition,
pin 12 of the control board can be checked for a TTL low condition.
The synthesizer drive switch should be off during the loading in of data
and the address switch should be set to manual. Then, for each possible address
digit 0 through 9 set into the. frequency band register, a seven-digit data number
can be written into the deeade. board memories by depressing the write switch once
for each setting of the frequency band register. After all ten values of data are
loaded, the contents of the memories can be checked by turning on the 510013 synthesizer,
displaying its output on an oscilloscope, and turning the synthesizer drive switch on.;
F^_
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The specific frequency residing in a memory location can be set into the synthesizer
and viewed on the oscilloscope by setting the frequency band register to the frequency
band number and moving the load switch to on. When all ten frequency bands have
been verified, the system is placed in the sweep mode by turning the load switch off,
moving the address switch to automatic and reconnecting the 1-MHz input. The align
switch then can be used with the aid of the local-remote indicating lights to move
the matching network rotary switch to the proper position corresponding to the band
the sweep programmer is operating in.
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V. EXPERIMENT CONDUCT
As described in the previous section, the experimental system consists
of a surface based FMCW transmitter which sequentially transmits on ten frequencies
in the HF band, and an airborne receiver system whose local oscillator synchronously
sweeps with the. transmitter. A necessary initial step 1P the use of this system is
to synchronize the sweep starting times of the transmitter and receiver units. This
is done by means of a portable clock assembly for the. receiver constructed from an
HP-106B portable frequency standard and a TTL digital master clock driven from this
standard. A similar nunportable transmitter master clock is driven by a Pickard-
Burns frequency standard of relatively unknown specifications. The two units are
synchronized by physically and electrically bringing them together and then not allow-
ing power to be removed from either unit after that. The portable clock is returned
to the receiving location after synchronization.
After primary power has been applied to both the transmitting and receiving;
equipment the sweep starting frequencies must be loaded into the. memories of the
control units. This is donee by a front panel thumb wheel switch which selects the
specific channel and a seven decade switch which allows the frequency to b, selected
to the nearest 100 Hz. When power is removed from either of these units the frequency
data must be reloaded into the memory.
The transmitting frequencies used during the test were:
Band	 Frequency
0	 3.15 MHz
1	 4.15 MHz
2	 5.15 MHz
3	 6.7 MHz
4	 7.15 MHz
5	 8.53 MHz
6	 12.15 MHz
7	 15.15 MHz
8	 19.15 MHz
9	 25.15 MHz
r
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The 8390 receiver which functioned as an IF amplifier fur the receiving system
was set to 8 MHz, so the sweep start frequencies for th-• receiver sytxthLsizcr were
set 8 MHz above. those for the transmitter.
An initial at tempt to cbtai.: oxperimental data was carried out during
the week of March 25-29, 1974. The transmitting equipment was installed on the
Coast Guard operated Chesapeake Bay light tower located at 75° 42.8' West longitude.
and 36 0
 54.02' North latitude. The tower is pictured in Figure 13. The tower duck
where the transmitting antenna was installed is located 90' above mean sea Level and
is 60' square. The average water depth in the tower area is 50 1 . Installation and
check out of the transmitting equipment oi, the tower was completed on March 26.
The NASA helicopter which transported the transmitting equipment and BCL personnel
to the CPB tower crashed while returning to the tower to transport the personnel
back to Wallops Station and they were forced to stay overnight and return to Wallops
the following day (March 27) via Coast Guard cutter and subsequent land transportation.
Installation of the receiving equipment in a NASA Wallops C-54 aircraft was initiated
on Thursday, March 28 and continued on Friday, March 29. The. receiving equipment
installation and check out was not completed due to the unavailability of 28V ll,c.,
primary aircraft power at the equipment racks of the C-54. As a result, no data
flights were made due to lack of 28V. power and the unavailability of another helicopter
qualified for overwater flying to transport the portable clock to the cPB tuair jor
synchronizing the transmitting and receiving units. In addition the NItL laser pro-
filometer for ground truth verificati,=n was nut available for the next several weeks,
BCL personnel returned to NASA, Wallops Station during the week of April 25-
26, the earliest time at which both the aircraft and laser profilometer were available
after acquisition of another helicopter by NASA. The receiving installation in the
C-54 was completed and ground checked on April 23. un April 24, the portable clock
was transported to the CPB tower by helicopter and synchronized with the transmitting
clock. A calibration flight was made during the afternoon of April 25. No useful
data was obtained at this time due to a malfunction in the receiver-mixer assembly
and a malfunction in the NRL instrumentation recorder used for data recording.
on Friday, April 26, a series of flight paths were flown and data recurdud,
In-so-far as could be observed during the flight, the bistatic equipment appeared to
be functioning properly. The flight paths flown consisted of three calibration
circles around the transmitting site at an altitude of approximately 500' at a radio-:
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FIGUR.E 13. ^;19-'.SAPEAKL BAY LIGIT TOWER
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3of ti;1 tailu. Durlag these. flight y
 the transmitter was nut aWe•eping and ua:; trduL--
mittirg pure CW at 3.15 MHz, 8.53 MHz, and 25.15 MHz in successive.
	 Lhi!.•,
three ;,lung-wind flights were made over the tuwer, 5 mtilea •^lfsot frcw the tower, and
10 miles offset from the tower at an altitude of approximately 5000'. Lath path was
flown for approximately 10 minute period, A similar series of paths waa flown in the
cross-wind direction. Me system was sweeping properly during thia0 flighe:,.
Luring this period, the surface winds were from the SW at art average speed
of 8 knots. The wave heights in the area of the tower were visually uutiutatud to be
1-2' Witt, 3' of swell running north, Figures 14a and lob illustrate• surface• tuuditiuus,
1hus, were taken from 5000' and 500' ruspectively. In figure 14a the aircraft uhaduw
can be seen in the upper left hand corner.
As a result. of the low wavuheights no u!;eful laser prufilenuuter data waz+
obtained, thus the measured data cannot. be validated.
During the data flights one difficult was encountered. 'Inc recorder used,
an NKL Ampex GP-IOU, was part of the laser prufilumutcr system. Fuur channels of
data output as described in the previous section were. recorded using this recorder.
11au to the unavailability of the direct record electronics for this recorder, FM
recording was used. The recording ;+peed required to provide a 5 kHz bandwidth for
the bistatic coherent data output is 15 ips. Drive belts were not available for speeds
in excess of 3-3/4-ips, thus NKL personnel set zhc recurder for 3-3/4 ipa which provided
a maximum bandwidth of 1,25 kliz. To compenaate for this and bring the culturent data
into this range the rcceivur local oscillator offset was adjuated to plan ,
 thL data
frequencies in excess of 3.75 kHL away from the receiver IF cenL r fruqucu-v and thua
within the passband of the recording aystviu. Thture was no way huwever of rutainittg
the 5 kHz reference frequency information, and the stability of the record and play-
back syatvui had to be wide enough to accetmtodate. tile. Offset thus ittercoJfnt; the noi;;c
and interference somewhat.
Among the operational difficulties encountered during the experitment war;
the ruquirumunt for removing the portable receiving clock assembly from the aircraft
after each flight and transporting it to a location Where. it could be plugged into
115V. A.C. primary power to prevent interruption of operation. T'hia unit is relatirel%
heavy and requires two men to remove it from and install it in the aircraft. At otti
point during this prccess the. unit was dropped by the NASA tuchnician, in^tullitzv, it,
y
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The unit was operating at the time and continued to operate. with no apparent damage.
Unfortunately, this occurred after the unit had been synchronized with the trans-
mitting cluck and any effects on the synchronization could not be ascertained.
Another problem which manifested itself during ground checks on the receiving
equipment after installation in the aircraft was severe noise on the 28V. D.C. primary
power line of the aircraft. in general, among other things, this made it very difficult
to adjust the lock-in range for the receiver phase-locked-loops and tended to cause
spurious locks. At the time this was at'.ributed by NASA personnel to the ground power
unit which was powering the aircraft and assurances were given that the aircraft
28V. power buss was not subject t this noise during flight. This was not the. case
as will be subsequently discussed.
Another problem encountereo during flight was the lowing of the sweep
starting frequencies into the receiver controller. Loading of seven digit numbers
for all ten frequencies has to be accomplished within a five-minute interval between
master clock clears and while flying no simple means is available for verification that
the correct frequencies are loaded into the memory. it turned out to be distressingly
easy to get an incorrect frequency loaed into the memory and a verification mechanism
is needed.
J
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VI. DATA REDUCTION ALCORITIQNS
The data processing required to obtain a directional spectrum from a
set of measured data consists of those steps necessary to obtain a range-Doppler
map for the scattering area, and those steps necessary to convert the range-Doppler
information into directional spectrum information.
Range-Doppler Processing
Figure 15a shows the variation with time of the transmitted and received
signal frequencies for the )•'1LW bistatic radar. The basic time delay R!e is due to
propagation delay, where It is the total range and c is the speed of light, if the
receiver local oscillator frequenc; is as shown in Figure 15b. The resulting signal
to be processed has an effective pulse repetition period of Tr , where Tr is the period
of the transmitted frequency ramp, and an effective pulse width of T r-R/c. The target
information is contained in a band centered about frequency fI . Thus, frequency
shift is equivalent to time delay and in order to effect range (or time) resolution;
a frequency decomposition of the. received difference-frequency signal must first be
obtained. This is most easily carried out digitally, so that a discrete representa-
tion of the recorded receiver voltage must first be obtained by means of analog-to-
digital (A/D) conversion.
A frequency decomposition of the set of discrete samples obtained from an
individual pulse repetition period provides an effective pulse shape, i,e., a distri-
bution of received scattered signal energy versus time (or equivalent range). This
pulse shape or range interval can be subdivided into range cells to give the system
range resolution, which is proportional to the reciprocal of the transmitted band-
width. No Doppler information regarding the motion of the receiver platform or that
of any intervening reflective surfaces can be obtained by examining one pulse. period,
The Doppler information is contained in the variation with time of the scattered
signal energy within the same range cell, i.e., by a frequency decomposition of the
data vector made up of the signal energy of the same range cell observed over a con-
secutive sequence of pulse periods, The integration time is the time duration of the
sequence of pulse periods. The reciprocal of this integration time is the Doppler
resolution of the system,
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Figure 16 showy
 thu normalized A/D conversion of the receiver voltage
recording for approximately 4 seconds of time during the recent aircraft axperiurent.
This represents the data for about 40 consecutive sweeps of the 256 recorded at
3.15 MHz.> "Iliv recorded analog data was run through a bandpass filter prior to AN
conversion to minimize aliasing problems. The passband of this filter was about 5
to 125 Hz., The sample rate- was 500 samples per second, Figure 17 shows the auto-
covariance function computed from the data of Figure 16 (notice that considerable
noise exists in the signal). Figure 18 shows the Fourier transform of the autoco-
variance, and thus represents a spectrum or frequency decomposition of the receiver
voltage recording of Figure. 16. Consequently, Figure 18 represents an average pulse
shape. or range interval averaged over 40 pulse. intervals. The slow variation of
signal energy from pulse interval to pulse interval has been averaged out and no
Doppler information is present. In order to obtain Doppler information, precise
timing information with respN ,ct to the starting point and stopping point of each
individual sweep or repetition period of the data of Figure. 15 is required., A distinct
frequency decomposition would be required for the data samples contained within each
repetition period. If then a matrix of data were obtained whose row vectors are the
frequency decompositions or spectra of a set of consecutive repetition periuds, the
column vectors of this matrix represent time samples of signal energy variations of
distinct range cells. A further frequency decomposition of column vectors for range
cells of interest would represent the Doppler spectra for these range cells.
Directional Spectrum Processing
To obtain the spectrum information from the. range-Doppler maps requires
that a number of geometric transformations be carried out. Initially the direct
signal level must be identified from the range cell containing it and used to normal-
ize the signal levels in the other range cells. For path geometry such that the
direct path is greatly different from the scattering path in arrival angle at the
receiver the effects of receiving and transmitting antenna vertical radiation patterns
must be included. For the antennas used this amounts to a cosx dependence. In
general this will be necessary only for paths near the transmitter zenith. For the
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data taken at 5 mile and 10 mile offsets these angular effects can be neglected
without significant error and the direct path signal level used directly to normalize
the data for other ranges. This must be done for each sample frequency.
For a particular range cell, corresponding to a known delay time T, the
Doppler frequency can be used to locate the scattering region on the surface relative
to the aircraft. This is required to determine the geometric scattering angles so
that equation 1 for the scattering cross section can be inverted and the spectrum
value obtained. Unless tracking data is available for the aircraft, the aircraft's
velocity, the time relative to CPA (Closest Point of Approach), the aircraft range
at CPA, and its altitude must be known. The range at CPA can be obtained directly
trom the measured data, as can the time relative to CPA. The aircraft's velocity
and altitude must be known during t h e data flights.
Given the geometry as illustrated in Figure 19, the range to a scattering
region on the surface as a function of the delay, the polar angle for the aircraft,
an;! the azimuthal angle for the scattering region is given by
2hc7 + c2 T 2 cos A'
	 (3)
2cT cos 0' + 211 [I-sin 0' cos (^^' )]
The azimuthal and polar angles G', ro' of the aircraft relative to the transmitter
are given by
cos
-i h
= 	
1Z 0
and
rp'	 n/2 sin-1
	 VT	 (5)
^R sin q
where R is the range, h the aircraft altitude, V the velocity, and T the time
from CPA. T is negative before CPA and positive after.
A table 6f surface ranges to the scattering area, p, is computed for
values of T ranging from 0 to 360°. These values of y and the corresponding values
of	 are used to compute the differential Doppler from each scattering region.
(4)
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= 
V 
fe 	 -p cosy - hsinR' cos ry'	 (b)
f'	
—d	 C	 1 10 p2c oy ,.,' - 2ph cos , 'sirrU Ce5(ya'-L)
Due to the ambiguity associated with the cos(+'My)) term a specific Doppler value is
associated with two different values of ri. These are separated giving for a par-
ticular delay r tables of fd versus rf . These are inverted to obtain the two values
of r„ associated with each differential Doppler frequency f d - This assigns a spatial
position p, %¢ to each Doppler component for a specific range cell.
The scattering parameters for each spatial cell are given by
J xsinR' sin (jf' - ao)	 (^)j ,s = sin- 1 1 p+ R2 sins R'-2pRsinq 'cos(y -') f
and
s	 i	 xcos '
	
r+,	 cos {
	 R2 +p 2 -2pRsin(a cos(l+ -t)^	 (g)
Ii
These are calculated for the center p,rj, of each spatial surface region and used in
conjunction with equations 1 and 2 to solve for the spectrum magnitude and the
associated vector wavenumber k. To obtain the correct scattering cross section
magnitude associated with each spatial region the change in area associated with
a given resolution cellUr-fd must be taken into account. This requires that the
Jacobian representing the transformations from T,fd coordinates to ©,,y; coordinates
be calculated as a function of p and,,,. The value of JJJ required is given by
(9)
^jr nfd
 pfd r
The partial derivatives required for this are given by
r-
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8p M Vo Lcos
(p cosar
'
t+
co	 _ cp osg -o	 - hsin 'cos,'
dfs
' - hcos9'sinO'cos(,O-,O' ))] 1
aP m c I1+ 2pcos@' - 2hsin@' cos(tp-p')	 -i
aT	 D
BT	 Xo r pcos@' cowp - hs:.n@' colt' (2ph cos@' sing ' sin(cp-rp' )) -
afd V L	 2D'
pcos@' situp 1^-1
D	 //
and
dm 
	 cD
TT
	
2phsin@' sin(rp-v')
where
D -J ha + ps coss P' - 2ohcos9' sin@'cos (yr-ro')
The signal value for each range-Doppler resolution cell is further normalized by
the Jacobian calculated from the above equations to obtain the equivalent cross
Qection for each cell. From this the spectrum value can be obtained. Each range-
Doppler cell for each operating frequency yields a spectrum value corresponding to
a particular spatial wave number magnitude and direction. This constitutes the
directional spectrum estimate. Each range cell provides an independent set of direc-
tional spectrum estimates. In addition each five minute operating period provides
additional independent data. Since the basic surface spectrum should not change
significantly over the observation time or the range examined, these values can be
averaged to improve the accuracy of the spectral estimates.
1
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Experimental Data Prucesainx
The 4ata tapes collected during the experiment »vre returned to LCL and
A/D converted and processed to generate the range-Doppler tables as indicated. it
readily became apparent that some. serious problems existed with the data. As iudicutcd
previously, sweep timing information in the. form of a flip-flop output voltage waveforvt
obtained from the 1-Mllz clock board of the receiver system on the aircraft was recorded
during the aircraft experiment. However, this timing channel was so contaminated by
noise that it could not be used in the A/D processing. The magnitude of the noise
problem can be appreciated by an examination of Figure 20. Here are shown two
oscilloscope photographs of the sweep timing signal. The top photograph shows the
trace obtained in the laboratory. The lower photograph shows a playback -t the sweep
timing signal recorded during the aircraft experiment. Two problems are. intaudiatuly
obvious: (1) there. was a tape speed anomaly or incompatibility in one or both of the
two tape recorderu uLud to record and playback tl^ data and (2) the recorded sweep
control data channel lies a noise component of sufficient amplitude so that po voltage
threshold can be s_t such that this signal on p'•--back can reliably trigger the
Schmidt trigger control channel of the. A/D converter.
The tape speed problem may be due. to the fact that two separate insrrwuen-
tation recorders were used for the record and playback functions. The. NHL AMPL.N tP-
100 machine was used to record the data on the aircraft. An AMYLX Fit-13ou wa_; uuud
at 8CL to playback the. data. It appears that the data was either not recorded ut the
speed indicated or the proper elecl;ronies for that speed we ,v not u ycj in tli ,^ rtcor&,Y.
The noise problem is due to the. use. of the aircrait 28V. D.G. power uu.:_,
for the receiver system. The 28V. D.C., voltage is used on the 1-MHz clock board a
part of the squaring circuit used to convert the input sine wave to a TTL-compatible-
square wave. This squaring circuit, also used on the 5-MHz clockboard, is ahoknt iu
Figure B. Any A.C. components present in the D.G. voltage. are superimpot+ed on Otr
TTL signals and propagated throughout the clock board integrated circuits. 'ihe 1svV
supply voltage is also used dir.rtly on the phase locked loop circuit y in the rece<ivur
IF section and any power supply noise signals appear in the received vultagu data; It
is also used to power the receiver IF mixer and as a result this noise is induced
directly on the data signals in the coherent output channel.,
J
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(a) Laboratory measurement of sweep controller
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FIGURE 20. SWEEP 'TIMING GALA CHANNEL VOLTAGE OSCILLOSCOPE WCES
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since the cumplute loss of sweep timing and data coherency prevent
Doppler prucessing it was felt that perhaps the data could be range. gated and a
nondirectional amplitude spectrum generated. In general however, the noise in
the data channel makes even this very difficult. It is pussiblu that it the 10 vt;:
component and its harmonics due to luck of swutd timing information are rumoved, acid
uxtensive data smoothing used to eliminate the noise, amplitude data could W
recovered. The results obtained after processing three frequency chunntls iudicuK
however that the quality of the data obtained is not worth the. time and expense In-
volved. This is du_ nut only to the spurious noise introduced by the noise on the
28V. power buss but by the degredation in SNR duo to th y- slight surface roughness
as wall.
Even if tha spectrum were to remain at its peak value for wavenumbers
below the cutufi, the 0 dependence of the scattering crass section cause., a serious
loss in signal-to-noise ratio for low sea states. For example, the. cutoff point for
_a
an 8-knot wind is R MHz and at 3 MHz the k o scattering behavior would result in a
38 dB reduction in scattered signal level. It is obvious from Figure 1 that the
spectrum decreases relatively rapidly for wavenuSers below the cutoff value so the
SNk reduction at the lower frequencies is even lower.
In a confused sea such as existed Oo ing the measurement period, cner;y
will generally be present in spectral regions below the wind sea cutoff. Thi s is
illustrated in Figure. 21 which compares NkL significant wave height measurumen s over
a number of years with predictions from the Phillips model, At the lur^r :rind
velocities the significant heights are consistently higher than predicted. Vi_: is
largely due to the presence of decaying sea and swell propagated from other area_:.
Unfortunately, no analytical or experimental guidanLU is available to predict the
behavior in these regions and in view of the lack of laser profilomctur verification
data and the noise present in the data, additional processing tL w over these.
spectral amplitudes would be of little value.
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V11, CONCLUSIONS AND RECLMENDATIONS
Satellite system specifications
IA-so-far-as could be determined the hardware and data processing concepts
utilized are valid and a satellite system with simpler hardware requirements should
be feasible. The basic specifications for such a satellite system are given in
Table L
TABU 1. SATELLITE SYSTEM SPECIFI M11UNS
Transmitter
Power Output - 10 watts average.
Frequency - 3 to 30 MHz, switched in 1 to 2 MHz steps
Stability - 1 part in 108
Spectral width - < 0,5 Hz
Pulse width - 10 to 20 us
Antenna - vertical polarization, azimuthally mnidirectional
PRF - 500 to 1000 pps
Receiver
Frequency - 30 -o 30 MHz, switched in 1 MHz steps
Noise figure - not critical
Local oscillator stability - 1 part in 106
Time synchronisation - not critical
IF bandwidth - 30 to 100 kHz
System bandwidth - , to 50 Hz
Coherent Integration Time - 1 s
Range Gates - 3 or more
Antenna - Horizontally polarized
It appears that a pulse-Doppler system would be satisfactory. A direct pulse. system
would require a duty cycle. of 50 to 200, and pulse compression may be necessary to
reduce the peak power requirements. This could be either a phase coded system or
FM chirp. The horizontal receiving antenna at the satellite could consist of an ex-
tendable/retractable boom thus providing sufficient length so as to have a good effective
length at the lower frequencies. During each 15 minute measurement period approximately
160 kilobits of data will be acquired for subsequent transmission to the ground for data
processing and analysis.,
r
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Directional Spectrum Measurements
Since only a single flight test experiment could be carried out during
this phase of the contract, directional spectrum maps of the test area were unable
to be generated. This wF due to the following causes:
(1) There was sufficient noise on the aircraft 28V. D.C. power buss
to render the sweep timing data unusable for controlling the A/D
converter.
(2) The presence of this noise component on the receiver IF section
electronics casts serious doubts on the validity of the fine
structure of the recorded receiver voltage data.
(3) The data were obtained during a period of mild seas which results
in a marginal signal-to-noise ratio on the lower frequency channels
even if no other problems existed.
(4) There are sufficient uncertainties with respect to the speed and
amplifier configuration of the instrumentation recorder available
on the aircraft to suggest this as an added source of noise
contamination. In addition, the record bandwidth available for
this test was insufficient for the data channels from the receiver
and swee p controller. it is advisable to have a recorder dedicated
to future experiments so that (a) the same recorder can be used for
both record and playback and (b) the recorder is available before
the flights so that amplifier alignment and bandwidth may be verified.
A plethora of scheduling and operational difficulties prevented the acquisa-
tion of more than one data set. If data could have been acquired on two separate
flight tests with sufficient time between to correct any problems as originally
planned, directional spectrum maps could have been generated.
r-
	 T.
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Recoantendations
The difficulties encountered during the. flight test can be overcome by
the following specific steps:
(a) Isolate the receiving system from the aircraft 28V. D.C. power
buss.
(b) Provide a separate portable data recorder dedicated to the
bistatic system.
(c) After the above steps, conduct additional flight tests during
periods of higher sea state.
Even though these would result in the acquisition of useful data, a number
of additional steps are recommended which would simplify the operation of the system,
improve the reliability of the data, and allow the. system to be routinely operated
by personnel other than BCL scientists. These. include:
(1) Replacing the Pickard-Burns frequency standard used at the transmitter
with a unit having specifications at least as good as the HP-106B used
at the receiver.
(2) Replace. the R-390 receiver with a solid state IF strip thus elim-
inating the need for the phase-locked-loops, a potential source of
trouble in the aircraft environment.
(3) Simplify the procedure for loading the channel starting frequencies
into the digital controllers.
(4) Provide some means for verifying on the aircraft that the correct
frequencies are loaded into the receiver controller.
(5) Provide built-in A/U conversion in tiie receiver and record the
data in digital form.
(6) Acquire a more efficient transmitting antenna which could be simply
installed at places other than the CPB light tower, for example,
a small ship.
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